
sanguineti chiavari

TENDER HANDLING

The tender handlings of Sanguineti Chiavari include a large range of solutions to chose from according 
to the available on board and the handling needs of the vessel. All solutions are studied and designed 
to guarantee maximum security on board. They are activated both by hydraulic power or electrically. 
The solidity of the system combined with accurate details make our large range of tender handlings 
requested by the best shipyards which require a high quality level as that requested by a yacht. All 
models are made to totally satisfy the needs of our Clients in both terms of practicality and design and 
use of space. 

The range includes handlings for: fly bridge, garage on one or both sides, hatches for sterns or si-
deways, hinge systems custom studied and the stern platforms. The payload of our products start from 
400 kg up to a maximum of 3000 kg.

sanguineti chiavari



TRAVELLING LIFT
Horizontal translation system for the handling of tenders of different models and weights. Each travelling 
lift of Sanguineti Chiavari is studied and built according to the handling needs specifically requested by 
each vessel.

Payload: 2500/2000/1500/1000/500 kg

TENDER HANDLING

FLY BRIDGE CRANES
There are different payloads for the Sanguineti Chiavari cranes of fly bridge starting from 600 kg up to 
a maximum of 2000 kg for standard cranes. All models are made in light alloy with hydraulic dynamic 
activations. Control unit and switchboard are located inside the crane’s base.



RESCUE BOAT CRANES
Different payloads for crane for handling of rescue boats starting from models of 900 kg up to 2000 kg. 
According to the specific requests of Lsa code Imo res 48 (66) cap VI. “Custom made” cranes for rescue 
boats are built with payloads as requested by the Clients.

TENDER HANDLING

GARAGE CRANES
Different solutions for garage cranes made in articulated, hydraulic system or manual version or in the 
telescopic double element version. All cranes are projected ad hoc for each vessel.



PLATFORMS
Different solutions for the sterns of each vessel. Regarding the handling of the stern platform, to the 
construction of the stern platform for the tender handling to the study and project of new platform with 
integrated retractable ladder.

TENDER HANDLING



Horizontal translation systems for the handling of tenders of different models and weights with an inte-
grated hinges system in the movement structure of the hatch. An exclusive system studied by Sangui-
neti Chiavari. Each Sanguineti Chiavari stacker crane is specifically studied and built according to the 
specific handling needs of each vessel. The available models start from a payload of 400 kg with single 
lifting cable reaching more complexed models with a payload of up to 3000 kg with also different solu-
tions for the draught of one or more elements using manual or motorized boom. The more structured 
models can be used for the hauling and launching of tenders and jet skis on both sides of the vessel 
and are synchronized with the opening of the hatches.

Designed and built upon necessity of movement regarding custom request
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TRAVELLING LIFTS With door hinges



Horizontal translation system for the handling of tenders of different models and weights. Each travel-
ling lift of Sanguineti Chiavari is studied and built according to the handling needs specifically required 
by each vessel. Available models start from payloads of 400 kg with a single float, up to more com-
plexed models with a lifting capacity of up to 3000 kg. There are also different solutions for a draught 
of one to more elements by the use of manual or electrical mechanisms. More articulated models can 
be used for the hauling and launching of tenders and jet skis on both sides of the vessel and can also 
be synchronized with the opening of the hatches.

Designed and built upon necessity of movement regarding custom request
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TRAVELLING LIFTS



FLY BRIDGE CRANES 2000 CE

Fly bridge cranes rotating 360 degrees made in light alloy with hydraulic dynamic activations. Control 
unit and switchboard are located on the external base of the the crane, with a safety key to unable the 
use of unauthorized parts. 

Completed with: 

• emergency stop on the base, 
• sound warning movement, 
• rotating light, 
• head, 
• telescope and block are painted orange, 
• inbox wire, 
• limit switch for rotation. 

Push button commands with direct connection to the crane 8 buttons and one emergency stop with 
low voltage function. Painted finishing.



360° revolving crane made of light alloy and hydraulic controls. Power pack and electric panel placed 
inside the crane base. Construction with rigid or stainless steel telescopic boom. Control by push but-
ton panel directly connected to the crane. Paint finish, power supply at base center.

2000/1500 KG

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FLY BRIDGE CRANES



360° revolving crane made of light alloy. Power pack and electric panel placed inside the crane base. 
Construction with rigid or stainless steel telescopic boom. Control by push button panel directly con-
nected to the crane. Paint finish, power supply at base center.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1000/800 KGFLY BRIDGE CRANES



360° revolving crane made of light alloy. Power pack and electric panel placed inside the crane base. 
Motorized movements, available either with motorized rigid boom, or with manually operated telesco-
pic one. Control by push button panel directly connected to the crane. Paint finish, power supply at 
the base center.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

600 KGFLY BRIDGE CRANES



Different solutions of custom made cranes to satisfy the requests of our Clients and the needs of the 
vessel. These models are completely custom made starting from the dimensions up to the payload.

CustomFLY BRIDGE CRANES



Stainless steel plate with welded tie rods for deck fixing.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FIXING PLATES



Electro/hydraulic RINA tested crane for rescue boat handling. Made of light alloy while telescopic 
element is made of polished stainless steel. Paint finish. Power pack, electric panel and control for 
emergency manual movements on crane base. Control by pennant push-button panel operating at low 
voltage. In accordance with specifications Lsa code Imo res 48 (66) CAP VI.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RESCUE BOAT CRANES 2000 KG



Electro-hydraulic cranes with RINA testing for the handling of lifeboats. Made of light alloy with tele-
scope element made in polished stainless steel. Polished finishing. Control unit and switch board are 
positioned externally on the base of the crane. Low voltage push button commands with flexible cable. 
According to specific request of Lsa code Imo res 48 (66) capVI.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RESCUE BOAT CRANES 1500 KG



Electro/hydraulic RINA tested crane for rescue boat handling. Made of light alloy. Paint finish. Power 
pack, electric panel and control for emergency manual movements on crane base. Control by pennant 
push-button panel operating at low voltage. In accordance with specifications Lsa code Imo res 48 
(66) CAP VI.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RESCUE BOAT CRANES 1000 KG



Electro/hydraulic RINA tested crane for rescue boat handling. Made of light alloy with telescopic ele-
ment in polished stainless steel. Paint finish. Power pack, electric panel and control for emergency 
manual movements on crane base. Control by pennant push-button panel operating at low voltage 
with flexible wire. In accordance with specifications Lsa code Imo res 48 (66) CAP VI.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RESCUE BOAT CRANES 900 KG



Articulated stern cranes made in the hydraulic system or manual version. Made of light anodized poli-
shed alloy with a payload from 500 kg to 1200 kg.

Telescopic stern cranes with double element made in the hydraulic system version with arm length and 
payload to be custom built for each vessel. Made in light anodized polished alloy with a payload from 
500 kg to 1200 kg.

GARAGE CRANES Articulated cranes

GARAGE CRANES Telescopic cranes



Motorized aft-bathing deck, vertical sliding for tender haulage. 1200/500 kg capacity. Made of light 
alloy. Paint finish. Hydraulic control for locking on navigation position. Fastening brackets to be made 
as for the hull shape.

AFT PLATFORMS Launching tender



Different solutions for the sterns of each vessel. Regarding the handling of the stern platform, to the 
construction of the stern platform for the tender handling to the study and project of new beach pla-
tform with integrated retractable ladder.

Beach platformAFT PLATFORMS
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